
WALKS AND TRIPS SUMMER 2019

Contact person Cristian Savioli: we require you to book at Reception
CRISTIAN SAVIOLI 333/4844496 - cristiansavioli@libero.it

BORGO SAN GIULIANO
The most loved quarter by the people of Rimini, and more besides…
Narrow streets with a timeless atmosphere, Fellini themed murals, the old houses of the fishermen and cart 
drivers, and the tales and traditions of the sea.  
And let us not forget the middle ages, which left many traces in this quarter.
MONDAY
Meeting point at the Tiberius Bridge car park at 9.00 pm    
Prices: 10 € from 14 years onwards. From 6 to 14 years old 5.00 €

RAVENNA
A walk discovering the capital of Romagna with all its churches and mosaics, which are part of the Unesco 
World Heritage Sites. There are many “unexpected” views of the town: the leaning city tower and the flooded 
crypt filled with gold fish, in the church of Saint Francis, and Dante’s Tomb.    
Combined ticket € 9.50 reductions 8.50 € valid for the following sites: Museo Arcivescovile (the Chapel of 
Saint Andrew and the Ivory Cathedral), the Neonian Baptistery, the Basilica of Sant’Apollinare Nuovo, the 
Basilica of San Vitale, and the Mausoleum of  Galla Placidia. From 1-3 to 15-6 for this last site there is an ad-
ditional ticket of 2 €
THURSDAY 
Meeting point at the Tiberius Bridge car park at 8.30 or 14.00 – travelling with your own car
Price: from 14 years onwards 15.00 € from 6 to 14 a discount of 50%

CLASSIC RIMINI
A stroll through the places that make Rimini a city of art: remains from Roman Rimini, the Temple of 
Malatesta and the Sismondo Castle.
The monuments of ancient Rimini linked to the ones of the “new city”.
As well as stories about the most famous Rimini citizen: 
Federico Fellini. And let us not forget the poems in dialect, which have been translated.
THURSDAY 
Meeting point at the Tiberius Bridge car park at 16.30
Price: from years onwards 14 10.00 € from 6 to 14 years a discount of 50%

PENNABILLI… 
On the traces of Tonino Guerra
A guided tour to the town in which the Malatesta Dynasty was born, which, in addition to affording places 
that date back to the renaissance, which are worthy of note, will also enable us to admire the poetic corners 
created by the poet and screenwriter Tonino Guerra (The garden of forgotten fruits, the meridians, the 
mosaics that are dotted around the town, the sanctuary of thoughts, the house of the almond trees, the angel 
with a moustache) and more besides. 
Many corners of the town are in fact linked to Tibet, since Padre Orazio della penna was born here, and he 
lived for many years in Tibet in the 18th century. The Dalai Lama came here to visit 1996 and 2005. We can 
call Pennabilli the small Tibet of the Valmarecchia.
SATURDAY
Price: from 14 years onwards € 15.00 from 6 to 14 years a discount of 50%

FELLINI TOUR by bike
The places where the great filmmaker lived and the ones he attended, places that were reconstructed for his 
films, the unique characters that are one of a kind. The schools he went to, the streets and piazzas, the place 
where he was born, and his eternal place of rest, the house in Amarcord and the Fulgor cinema. A chance to 
remember and imagine a Rimini that no longer exists in the company of the dialect poems by Tonino Guerra.
Cost 18 € for people taking part on their own bikes,  
25 € for those who wish to hire one.
FRIDAY
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Meeting point 9.00 am or 9.00 pm - Viale A. Vespucci, 12 a at Bike Tour Rimini
Price 18 € for people taking part on their own bikes, 25 € for those who wish to hire one.

A CYCLING tour of Roman Rimini.
A COMPLETE visit to discover places that are “less” important and more hidden away, in addition to places 
that are universally known and appreciated.
So, as well as classic sites like the Tiberius Bridge, the Arch of Augustus, the House of the Roman Surgeon 
(externally), Piazza Tre Martiri, and the Amphitheatre we will discover:
The city gate called “Porta Montanara”, a large basin in which to decant clay, the last Roman mile stone on 
the Via Flaminia of which we will  of course cycle the last mile, the junction between the Via Emilia and 
Popilia roads, and the traces of the Roman Theatre.     
TUESDAY
Meeting point at 9.00 Viale A. Vespucci, 12 a at Bike Tour Rimini
Cost 18.00 € for people taking part on their own bikes, 25.00 € for those who wish to hire one.

Every WEDNESDAY evening/night tours in the Moonlight!
Meeting time: 20.00 pm at the Tiberius Bridge car park, or, alternatively, right in the car park from which 
the tour will set off.
- Wednesday 24 April - 8/15/22/29 May  Trip from Colombarone to Casteldimezzo, to see unique

landscapes from places that overhang the sea!
- 5/12/19/26 June  Trip from Saiano to Montebello, the home of Azzurrina’s ghost. When we arrive 

we will sample the legendary ‘Porcospino’ (porcupine) dessert to recharge our energy after the 
challenging climb...

- 3/10/17/24/31 July  Trip from Tausano to the Franciscan Convent of S.Igne. A classic trip in the 
Rimini area to discover places that are carved in the stone, as well as the classic Balconies of Piero 
della Francesca, while enjoying a view of the rock of San Leo.    

- 7/14/21/28 August  Trip along the roads, paths and trails of the Covignano Hill, the Rimini hill. It 
is a chance to discover suggestive places which are close to the city.

- 4/11/18/25 September  Trip from the Franciscan Convent of Villa Verucchio to Verucchio. A walk 
through lush countryside and a glorious past. 

15.00 € euro  from 18 years onwards – 10.00 € from 6 to 17 years old 


